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Disclaimer 
 

Before you proceed to any other section of this document, we urge you to read this disclaimer, 

understand it and its meaning, thank you. 

This whitepaper does not constitute advice nor a recommendation by Bitsz Chain’s directors, 

managers, employees, advisors or consultants, or any other person to any recipient of this paper on 

the merits of participation in Bitsz Chain trading. Regarding the information provided on our 

website: https://www.bitszchain.com and supporting documents, there are no warranties of any 

kind provided along with our project and its connected services. This is still a project under 

implementation so some of the estimates and projections made may be future statements that 

currently have not been brought into realization. Investing in Bitsz Chain carries substantial risk that 

could lead to a loss of all, or a substantial portion of funds contributed. Cryptographic tokens may 

be subject to expropriation and/or theft; hackers or other malicious groups or organizations may 

attempt to interfere with our system/network in various ways, including malware attacks, denial of 

service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, smurfing, and spoofing which may result in 

the loss of your cryptographic tokens, the loss of your ability to access or control your cryptographic 

tokens. In such events, there may be no remedy, and holders of cryptographic tokens are not 

guaranteed any remedy, refund, or compensation. This portion is designed in a simplified manner 

so that its contents can be understood by anyone who reads it. It will present to you pertinent and 

relevant information to our platform and gives everyone eligible the choice to decide if they want 

to be a part of our project based on their judgment. The information presented and provided in this 

document is not provided as a means of solicitation or a contractual relationship of any kind. It does 

not constitute a prospectus and doesn’t provide a means for buying securities of any kind. This 

platform does not provide protection of any kind to any individual and all supporting documents 

have been written ‘as is’ for providing information to the general public. Always ensure to consult 

your legal advisor before investing in any form of cryptocurrency. Always ensure to understand the 

law of the land regarding digital currency before initiating a purchase. Ineligibility to hold 

cryptocurrency will most mean that it may be an offence to also buy cryptocurrency, so we strongly 

advise you to consult your lawyer and be aware of your status regarding this. 

All information provided here have been reviewed by our team experts and fit to be accurate to the 

best of our knowledge, however, acting upon the information provided on this website and its 

supportive documents means that you are aware of the various risks that befall cryptocurrencies, 

and you fully understand them. If you do not understand the risks that come along with the buying 

of cryptocurrency, then we suggest you make your findings and fully understand these risks before 

buying as they cannot all be listed out here for brevity of this document. However, we will point out 

some of the risks that may be involved in purchasing digital currency. Technical difficulties may occur 

and may result in downtime during transaction processing which might at that moment be 

temporarily beyond us. During a period of downtime, users might experience issues with processing 

transactions.  

Security risks may also surface as users are required to secure their wallet information. If a user does 

not take precautionary measures before accessing the portal, private information could get stolen 

coupled with other relevant data and as such unauthorized access could be gained into the 

individuals account and funds may get carted away with. Security risks can range from Malware 

attacks, DoS (Denial of Service) attacks, Consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, Smurfing, and 

Spoofing which may result in the loss of your cryptographic tokens, in such events, there may be no 

remedy, and holders of cryptographic tokens are not guaranteed any refund, compensation & 

Settlement. 
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Abstract – Bitsz Chain Overview. 

 

Numerous new cryptocurrencies are hitting the market, however, in recent days, the 

cryptocurrency industry has become more apprehensive about the trading of 

cryptocurrencies. Converting a coin from one blockchain to another after it has been 

created is a challenging procedure. With new innovations and resolving all the 

shortcomings that are overlooked in the other cryptocurrencies, here comes the Bitsz 

Chain to make a big commotion among the digital assets in the cryptocurrency market 

for tackling all these problems. Bitsz Chain is a completely decentralized 

cryptocurrency with full coin transparency and has access to DApps for the purpose of 

staking and swapping. Decentralization helps the user to have the leverage of complete 

access over their coin without any third-party involvement with utmost privacy. 

Bitsz Chain is confined by a cross-chain bridge mechanism that renders it so much 

simpler to convert cryptocurrencies, which is a major concern within the cryptocurrency 

space and enhances the effectiveness of the coin. 

Bitsz Chain is a cryptocurrency integrated with two significant blockchains, Binance 

Smart Chain (BEP20) and Polygon Network, allowing for fast currency exchange with 

lower transaction costs with a supply of 1,50,000,000 CHAIN tokens and with Initial 

price of $5.00. Bitsz was initially listed in Pancake Swap for hassle free Trading. 

 

Vision 

Bitsz Chain's primary objective is to make cryptocurrencies usable to everyone else in 

the cosmos and establish a simplified virtual currency that operates precisely like any 

other kind of fiat money. 

 

Mission 

Bitsz Chain is on a mission to bridge the gap between cryptocurrencies of different 

blockchains and to build a space where you can acquire everything you require within 

the cryptocurrency and blockchain technology markets. 
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Token Details 

 
Name: Bitsz Chain. 

Symbol: CHAIN. 

Total Supply: 1,50,000,000 CHAIN. 

Deployed Networks: Binance Smart Chain & Polygon Network. 

Token Mechanism: Cross-bridge & Multi-chain Token. 

 

Total Supply in BSC Network: 1,40,000,000 CHAIN. 

Total Supply in Polygon Network: 10,000,000 CHAIN. 

Note: Polygon network CHAIN tokens are initially planned for Staking purposes to minimize 

the transaction cost. 

 

Total Supply in BSC & Polygon will be adjusted on demand; however total supply will 

not exceed 1,50,000,000 CHAIN Tokens. 

 

 

Listed Exchanges:  

 

1. IndoEx.  

Trade CHAIN in IndoEx. 

 

2. BiBox Exchange.  

Trade CHAIN In BiBox. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.indoex.io/trade/CHAIN_USDT
https://www.bibox.com/en/exchange/full-screen/BTC_USDT
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CHAIN Token Cross -bridge Functionality. 
 

Cross-bridge & multi-Chain are the two concepts that make Bitsz Chain among others 

and these two are going to be a necessity in the near future. Decentralized Finance 

ensures easy transactions of money with no third-party intervention; however, in 

reality, converting an asset from one blockchain network to another blockchain 

network is not as easy as it sounds. It increases gas consumption while making the 

converting process expensive and takes days to complete that process which is also 

risky at times. Here is where a cross-chain bridge and multi-chain comes into the picture 

and eases the process of converting Bitsz Chain digital currency from various networks 

efficiently. 

 
Cross-chain Bridge  
 
When a coin or token is bought in a particular blockchain that doesn’t mean that it 

should always be in that network forever and a user also will not prefer that. Because 

different blockchains have different characteristics and different use cases so it is fair 

for a user to change to another network.  

A cross-chain bridge helps to convert a token or coin from its native blockchain to 

another network, this bridge eases the process and takes very less time to convert a 

token or a coin through networks.  

Let us get to it in a much simpler method. 
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Let’s assume a user has 100 CHAIN tokens in network A and wishes to convert those 

100 CHAIN tokens to network B. 

➢ Once initiated, 100 CHAIN tokens will be locked in A network in a smart contract. 

➢ Our router bridge contract will come in place, and this contract will burn the 

CHAIN tokens in A network. 

➢ Once burned, Same quantity of CHAIN tokens will be minted in B network with 

minimal gas fee. 

Note: Gas fees collected to maintain Router dApp AWS Server. 

This way of converting tokens through networks with this cross-chain bridge demands 

less gas consumption and less time for the complete process, this reduces the gas fees, 

and the transactions are faster. 

 

Multi-Chain 

Cross-chain permits the exchange of tokens or coins with various other networks while 

multi-chain is flexible or supports currencies or tokens from other blockchains. The 

growth of decentralized applications, which are the future of finance in this digital age, 

is facilitated by the backing of multiple blockchains. Decentralized applications want 

blockchains that meet their needs in terms of transaction speed and gas costs. The 

simultaneous support of multiple blockchains contributes to the ecosystem connected 

to one large network by raising its value in the ecosystem. 
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Bitsz Chain deployed blockchain networks 
 

Binance Smart Chain 
 
Binance Smart Chain is a concurrent functioning of Binance Chain, which is the native 

blockchain of BNB. Binance Chain was implemented in the year 2019 in the month of 

April. The main purpose of the Binance Chain is to make trading more flexible and 

faster, but due to certain constraints, it doesn’t have much flexibility. Moreover, 

scalability was one major issue faced in the Binance Chain.  

To overcome all these technicalities, Binance Smart Chain was introduced, it is 

compatible with both Binance Chain and Ethereum Virtual Machine, additionally 

enhances the smart contract, and resolves the scalability issue. The Binance Smart 

Chain (BSC) is built with cross-chain compatibility, which eases the transfer of digital 

assets from one blockchain to another and leads the users to have access to a vast range 

of cryptocurrencies. BEP2 and BEP8 tokens can be swapped with BEP20 tokens, that 

are made in BSC. Furthermore, various decentralized apps can be built in the Binance 

Smart Chain. The innovations of the Binance Smart Chain. Bitsz Chain is built with 

Binance Smart Chain and has all the functionalities such as improved scalability, 

flexibility, and cross-chain compatibility in the Bitsz Chain coin.  

Polygon  
 
Polygon is yet another network that is built on the idea of connecting all Ethereum-

compatible networks with superior scaling solutions. In the coming future, multi-chain 

is going to be required everywhere to simplify the usage of cryptocurrencies of 

different blockchains. Bringing that idea into practical usage is what Polygon is planned 

for and working with the proof-of-stake mechanism. Polygon is rather a protocol than 

a single solution and comes with a concept of a side chain, which is a parallel functioning 

to connect various other blockchains. One notable benefit of the side chain is the lower 

consumption of gas for transactions which in turn results in lower gas fees and the 

transactions much faster and instant. Various other decentralized applications are 

created in this and provide cheaper and faster transactions.  
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The polygon bridge in this network is another functionality that enables the user to 

transfer their funds easily from one network to another network with fewer gas fees 

and faster transactions. Bitsz Chain in the Polygon network is open to all the 

characteristics that are confined in the Polygon network.  

 

Security Features 

1. Ethereum Compatible 

Since all these networks are from the base of Ethereum and compatible with Ethereum 

Virtual Machine, it has all the security of the Ethereum network. 

2. Validator Quorum  

Validator is mandatory in the BSC network by which the validators stakes BNB and a 

total of 21 validators will be assigned every 24 hours this prevents the transactions 

from exposing to any other illegal attacks. 

3. Plasma security 

Plasma security prevents transactions from various malicious activities and threats, and 

these are backed by the Ethereum network which takes the security to the next level. 

4. Proof-of-Stake security 

The ability to stake cryptocurrencies helps the transactions to be more secure through 

the side chain and it is validated through 2-factor authentication, validator downtime, 

and many more. 

5. Hybrid (Plasma + PoS) 

In the hybrid, it has access to both plasma and proof-of-stake consensus to safeguard 

the transactions from various attacks.  

6. Bounty program 

Regular conducting of bounty programs aids in testing everything frequently thus 

preventing any security lags and enhancing each and every time.  
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Bitsz Chain Utility & Payment Programs. 
 
CHAIN Utility tokens are digital units representing a value on the blockchain. In other 

words, the CHAIN token provides certain access to a product or service run or operated 

by the token issuer. A person can gain access by buying the token and can redeem it for 

a defined access value to the product or service. 

The holder gains the right to product or service to an equivalent value of token.  

In some jurisdictions, defining a cryptocurrency as a utility token means it is not under 

any financial regulation. 

Payment CHAIN tokens are used for buying and selling goods and services on digital 

platforms without an intermediary, as happens in traditional finance and banking 

arenas. 

 

Bitsz Chain Utility & Payment Programs:  

1. NFT (Non-fungible Tokens). 

2. Metaverse Gaming platform. 

3. Integration of Daily usage of an online platform payment gateway system. 

4. CHAIN educational Metaverse Platform. 

5. CHAIN Blockchain based Social Media Networks. 

6. CHAIN Blockchain based Stable coin (CUSD). 

7. CHAIN Blockchain based Finance services. 

8. CHAIN Blockchain based Loyalty Programs. 

9. CHAIN Blockchain based Real-estate projects. 

10. CHAIN based Supply chain management.  

11. CHAIN Blockchain in Automotive industry (Currently Focusing on robust Electric 

Vehicles).  

12. Decentralized Messaging platform. 

13. Staking, Bonds & Farming programs. 

14. CHAIN Donation for Non-profit Organizations.  
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NFT & Metaverse Platform 
 

NFT (Non-Fungible Tokens) 
 

Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), which transform real-time events into NFTs, are the 

newest burgeoning digital asset in the cryptocurrency sector. NFTs can be created from 

a variety of different items, including artwork, domain names, photos, video clips, audio 

files, and many more. In contrast to cryptocurrencies, NFTs will only be fully owned in 

auctions by bidding the price and the price of an NFT is determined by that NFT's owner. 

NFTs cannot be exchanged or divided. The upcoming launch of the NFT platform of 

Bitsz Chain will serve as your one-stop shop for all of your necessities pertaining to 

digital assets. The NFT marketplace enables users to buy NFTs as well as mint their own 

NFTs, list them in the marketplace, and begin auctions. 

Bitsz Chain plans to develop an NFT platform & Marketplace. This application will be a 

simple to use NFT creation and exchange platform with several features, including: 

CHAIN NFT Marketplace will enable creatives to generate income from the creation of 

digital assets directly on the platform. 

CHAIN NFT application will feature an NFT exchange on Chain Blockchain once 

developed to facilitate collecting, storing and exchanging tokens on the platform. 

 
Metaverse Gaming & Education Platform 
 

Crypto metaverses are immersive virtual worlds with immense social and 

financial potential. Their use of blockchain infrastructure enables them to tap into the 

wider crypto economy, making virtual items exchangeable for real economic value 

beyond the confines of the metaverse. To create strong versions of the Metaverse, 

gaming projects use cutting-edge technology, including 3D reconstruction, augmented 

reality, virtual reality, IoT, artificial intelligence, and blockchain. Virtual realm that the 

Metaverse offers for the digital recreation of our physical reality fascinates gamers. 

When playing games on the Metaverse platform, players can encounter experiences 

that are quite like reality.  
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Gamers can design their own personas or avatars, interact with other players, trade in-

game items, and even use haptic gloves and jackets to physically feel the game world. 

The Bitsz Chain token is an ERC-20 governance token that was created with the goal of 

decentralizing ownership and platform governance while serving as a currency of 

action, reward, and usefulness in all P2E (Play-to-Earn) games that will be built and 

played inside the Bitsz Chain ecosystem. Most notably, because the Bitsz Chain token 

is a governance token, owning these will provide you with the ability to vote and 

exercise management rights when decisions affecting the various parts of our 

ecosystem, such as Blockchain gaming, Metaverse, and DeFi, are being made. 

Bitsz Chain based Metaverse Games:  

1. Spin & Win. 

2. Cricket & Basketball. 

3. Tic Tac Toe. 

4. Chess, Carrom & Ludo. 

5. Snake and Ladder. 

6. Archery. 

7. Teen Patti & Rummy. 

 

CHAIN Donation platform for Non-profit Organizations. 
 
Our Bitsz Chain platform will make it easier to remain engaged in the projects of 

humanitarian nonprofit organizations and foundations. 

The platform will add the possibility for registered nonprofit organizations and 

foundations to create traction and support for their charity based projects by 

publishing the project on the platform. It will offer ways to keep subscribers informed 

about the charity-based projects of all registered nonprofit organizations and 

foundations from a single application. 

The Bitsz chain charity app will be a web-based application and content management 

system that can be used by registered nonprofit organizations and foundations to 

publish information about their charity-based projects.  
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Bitsz Chain - Project Roadmap 

 

▪ Q3, 2022 

 

Binance Smart Chain Network Contract. 

Polygon Network Chain Token Contract. 

BSC & Polygon Bridge Contract Development. 

Cross-bridge & Multichain Implementation. 

Router App Development. 

Site UI/UX Upgradation. 

Light Paper v1.0 Release. 

Adding Liquidity for trading in DEX (Pancake Swap). 

Bitsz Chain payment system development for loyalty programs. 

 

▪ Q4, 2022 

 

Light Paper v1.3 release. 

Centralized Exchange Listing 1. 

Centralized Exchange Listing 2. 

Listing with Crypto Index Websites for token details. (Nomics & 

Coinpaprika). 

Products & Tokenomics Contract Lock-in period announcement. 

Listing on CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko. 

Chain Token Staking with fixed interest platform development. 

Swapping & Staking Router dApp Development. 

Farming CHAIN with BNB/BUSD with APR/APY calculation. 

Press release & Medium Blogs Announcements. 
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▪ Q1&Q2, 2023 

 

Chain Scalable Blockchain development. 

NFT Platform development. 

NFT Market place with Collections. 

Stake NFT & Earn Chain. 

Website upgradation with product info. 

CHAIN Exchange Development. 

 

▪ Q3, 2023 

 

Listing Chain coin in popular exchange. 

Chain Exchange with Spot and Limit orders. 

Chain Exchange with Staking & Earn. 

Chain Exchange Android & iOS Development. 

 

▪ Q4, 2023 

 

Smart contracts in Chain Blockchain for developers to build their own 

Tokens. 
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Bitsz Chain - Tokenomics 

 

 

Description Percentage Total Coin Market Cap at 5$ Initial Price 

Owner 10% 1,50,00,000 $75,000,000 

Team & Advisory 6% 90,00,000 $45,000,000 

Exchange Listing 14% 2,10,00,000 $105,000,000 

Liquidity Pool 30% 4,50,00,000 $225,000,000 

Development Pool 
4%/ Year for 10 Years. 40% 6,00,00,000 $300,000,000 

  100% 15,00,00,000 $65,00,00,000 

 

Holder Details:  

Owner Wallet: 0x8fdfb492e7a6fc7ec663ef05565e623d12d4c037 - Locked for 2 Years. 

Team & Advisory: 0xd11efc9c277f20b9ea31db71dddaed7e06a6a688. 

Exchange Listing: 0x7f9cf0880c984f6670dd4b56a39607af3e163023. 

Rewards from Exchange Wallet: 0x83d7bb61c07dc9a6b256729fc2ea4891f5bb66f9. 

Development Pool: 0x7a218d3177474c6e9452642d1e1acdcb02ebc581 - Locked & 4% 

will be withdrawn every year for development.  

Liquidity Pool: 0xc73774da496b708fc2547e0fb3d1f6061ba5114e 

https://bscscan.com/token/0xa99a18398195cf115ed2ff1d65f230eea083ec8a?a=0x8fdfb492e7a6fc7ec663ef05565e623d12d4c037
https://bscscan.com/token/0xa99a18398195cf115ed2ff1d65f230eea083ec8a?a=0xd11efc9c277f20b9ea31db71dddaed7e06a6a688
https://bscscan.com/token/0xa99a18398195cf115ed2ff1d65f230eea083ec8a?a=0x7f9cf0880c984f6670dd4b56a39607af3e163023
https://bscscan.com/token/0xa99a18398195cf115ed2ff1d65f230eea083ec8a?a=0x83d7bb61c07dc9a6b256729fc2ea4891f5bb66f9
https://bscscan.com/token/0xa99a18398195cf115ed2ff1d65f230eea083ec8a?a=0x7a218d3177474c6e9452642d1e1acdcb02ebc581
https://bscscan.com/token/0xa99a18398195cf115ed2ff1d65f230eea083ec8a?a=0xc73774da496b708fc2547e0fb3d1f6061ba5114e
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dApp for DEX Swapping, staking & Router. 

Bitsz Chain dApp under development with the following features. 

 

1. Chain DEX for Swapping. 

 

Post development of CHAIN Decentralized Swapping dApp, CHAIN token will 

be enabled to trade with BTC, ETH, BNB, USDT & BUSD. 

 

2. Chain Staking platform. 

 

Chain Decentralized staking dApp with Fixed interest rate of 1%, 2%, 3% per 

month depends on Tenure with maximum of 2 Years holding. 

 

3. Chain Router application. 

 

Chain dApp route application currently developed to convert CHAIN token from 

one network to another network.  

 

Note: In future, we will be adding major crypto coins in our dApp to convert 

from one network to multiple blockchain networks. 
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CHAIN Scalable Blockchain Development 

The Chain blockchain will enable us to implement a reward structure directly on the 

network that shares a percentage of the gas fees to our holders in CHAIN Blockchain 

and allow to keep transaction costs low.  

The key characteristics of Blockchain are as follows: 

• Immutability 

• Cryptographic 

• Decentralization 

• Provenance 

• Anonymity 

• Transparency 

Benefits of CHAIN Blockchain. 

1. Mainnet Transaction Fees. 

Transaction fees will be reduced significantly from the current gas fee per 

transaction, like very low transaction fee tokens TRON, XLM, ADA & LTC.  

2. Smart Contracts 

The CHAIN blockchain will support smart contracts and the ability for other 

developers to build their own tokens using CHAIN Blockchain as gas for transactions. 

Smart contract support on our blockchain will serve to increase adoption. 

3. Open Source 

With our stable CHAIN blockchain, we will open source our code, so that our 

feature set(s) will be community driven. This will reduce the risk that comes with 

company managed blockchains that are susceptible to government influence / 

manipulation. 
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4. Scalable 

The scalability of a Bitsz Chain blockchain is the maximum number of 

transactions that can be processed per second. Bitcoin, for example, can handle around 

seven transactions per second. Ethereum can handle around 15. Compare this to Visa, 

which can handle 24,000 transactions per second. 

Benefits of Scalable Blockchain Applications. 

Major benefits of using a CHAIN scalable blockchain applications 

• Increased Efficiency 

The decentralized nature of the CHAIN blockchain means that there is no need 

for a central authority to manage and verify transactions. This results in increased 

efficiency and reduced transaction costs. 

• Reduced Costs 

Scalable CHAIN blockchain applications can help businesses reduce costs. When 

businesses use a scalable blockchain application, they can process more transactions 

per second. 

• Improved Security 

The use of cryptographic techniques ensures that data on the CHAIN blockchain 

is secure and cannot be tampered with. This makes it an ideal platform for developing 

applications that require high levels of security. 

• Increased Transparency 

All transactions on the CHAIN blockchain are publicly visible, making it easy to 

track down any potential fraud or misuse of funds. This also helps to improve 

transparency and accountability within organizations that use CHAIN blockchain. 
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• Improved Traceability 

Scalable CHAIN blockchain applications can help businesses improve traceability. 

When businesses use a scalable blockchain application, they can process more 

transactions per second. This increased efficiency can help businesses reduce the 

chances of fraudulent activities and improve traceability. 

• Increased Accountability 

The immutable nature of the CHAIN blockchain means that all data is 

permanently stored and can be easily traced back to its source. This makes it an ideal 

platform for tracking assets or product origins. 

Note: More updates on CHAIN Block Chain development will be announced in Q1, 2023 

in Detail. 
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CHAIN Decentralized Exchange. 

Centralized exchanges are the more traditional type, where users deposit their funds 

into the exchange and then trade with other users on the platform. 

CHAIN Decentralized exchange is powered by CHAIN blockchain technology and allows 

users to trade directly with each other without the need for central authority. 

CHAIN Decentralized exchange that does not rely on third parties to hold customers’ 

funds. Instead, trades occur directly between users (peer-to-peer) through an 

automated process. This type of exchange is often favored by privacy-minded users and 

those seeking increased security. 

CHAIN Exchange is increased in security, as third parties are not needed to hold onto 

users’ funds. Additionally, decentralized exchanges are often seen as more private, as 

they do not require Know-Your-Customer (KYC) or Anti-Money-Laundering (AML) 

requirements that centralized exchanges do. 

Advantages of CHAIN Decentralized Exchange:  

1. Increased security. 

2. More private. 

3. Censorship-resistant. 

4. Low gas fee with faster transaction. 

Note: More updates on CHAIN Exchange development will be announced in Q1, 2023 in 

Detail. 
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How to Reach us! 

 

Official Website: https://www.bitszchain.com 

Official E-mail Address: enquiry@bitszchain.com 

 

 

Official social media Pages 

 

1. Twitter: https://www.twitter.com/bitszchain 

2. Telegram Public: https://www.t.me.com/bitszchain 

3. Telegram Announcements: https://www.t.me.com/bitszchain_announcements  

4. Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/bitszchain 

5. Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bitszchain 

6. Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/bitszchain  

7. Medium Blog: https://bitszchain.medium.com 

 

Project Source Codes & Contract Information. 

 

GitHub Project Sourcecode: https://github.com/bitszchain/raging-chain  

BSC Scan Token Contract: Bitsz Chain (CHAIN) Token Tracker | BSC Scan 

Polygon Scan Token Contract: Bitsz Chain (CHAIN) Token Tracker | Polygon Scan 

Binance Smart Chain Bridge Contract: Bridge Contract | BSC Scan 

Polygon Network Bridge Contract: Bridge Contract | Polygon Scan 

 

 

 

Grow Together with Bitsz Chain | #BITSZCHAIN #HODLCHAIN #CHAIN 

https://www.bitszchain.com/
mailto:enquiry@bitszchain.com
https://www.twitter.com/bitszchain
https://www.t.me.com/bitszchain
https://www.t.me.com/bitszchain_announcements
https://www.facebook.com/bitszchain
https://www.instagram.com/bitszchain
https://www.reddit.com/r/bitszchain
https://bitszchain.medium.com/
https://github.com/bitszchain/raging-chain
https://bscscan.com/token/0xa99a18398195cf115ed2ff1d65f230eea083ec8a
https://polygonscan.com/token/0x31f04b4118590e26ef76ef81caf0b05ecb41758d
https://bscscan.com/address/0x1f292e395692fc731bad61bb42fbcd89b0d6fb25
https://polygonscan.com/address/0xfd3fc878e6524e8cfa296ddaa4050bda9504b1eb

